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Background

Sexual selection

During evolutorial processes, only traits resulting in the highest individual fitness with respect to certain constraints (e.g. genetic correlations) can be fixed in a population. The higher the fitness of an individual, the larger proportion of future generations will be carrying its alleles. The two main components of fitness, (i) current reproduction and (ii) survival are in trade-off, since only a limited amount of resources is available in natural populations and the energy allocated into reproductive traits decreases that available for somatic traits and thus survival.

There are numerous species known to have conspicuous characteristics, or show behavioural displays that considerably decrease their survival (Grafen 1990, Guilford 1995). These elaborate traits can raise developmental or maintenance costs, that also decrease the owner’s probability of survival. The theory of sexual selection explains how these detrimental attributes persist through evolution (Darwin 1871). In the classic approach, sexual selection is considered as a competition for a common resource, similar to natural selection, however, in this case the limited resource is the reproductive partner instead of an environmental factor. This competition results in the appearance of phenotypic traits, i.e. sexual signals that have a positive effect on the reproductive success, but not on the survival of the owner. Sexual signals can be chemical, audio, visual or behavioural traits, but all share the attributes of (i) being preferred by conspecifics of the opposite gender and (ii) being inherited by the offspring. Individuals maintaining more intense signals are more successful in mating, but experience a lower rate of survival, therefore reproduction and survival are in a trade-off (Schluter & Price 1993).

The classic approach was further developed and completed with several new theories. Andersson (1994) defines sexual selection as a process of natural selection and classifies all individual traits into one of three categories: (a) those, that favored only by other processes of natural selection, (b) those, that are favored only by sexual selection and (c) those, that are potentially favored by both types of processes. Carranza (2009) raises the idea that sexual selection leads to different adaptations in each gender and the same gene can affect fitness in diverse ways in females and males.
The intensity of selection is influenced by numerous factors that determine the speed and scale at which sexual signals develop. One important effect is operational sex ratio (Emlen & Oring 1977), since competition for reproductive partner increases among individuals that are in higher numbers, therefore sexual selection intensifies within the sex present in a larger proportion. Influence of operational sex ratio is strong, but not exclusive, as potential reproductive rate, the maximum number of offspring produced by parents within a standard time period, also has a considerable effect (Cluttonbrock & Vincent 1991).

The two main processes of sexual selection are intrasexual and intersexual selection. Males try to expel each other from reproduction prior to mating (Clutton-Brock et al. 1979, Ligon et al. 1990, Qvarnström 1997, Candolin 2005), while after mating they can increase their reproductive success by killing other males’ sperm (Birkhead & Moller 1998) or offspring (Hrdy 1979) or through mate guarding (Birkhead 1979). Intersexual selection includes male (Hill 1993) or female mate choice (Censky 1997, Candolin 2003) before, and cryptic female mate choice after mating (Kokko et al. 2003).

Individuals can increase their own fitness if reproductive partners maximize their reproductive efforts (Emlen & Oring 1977, Andersson 1982). This can be facilitated by informing conspecifics about advantageous traits, thus making estimating owner quality easier. Wearing elaborate traits is an efficient way of signalling quality, as the preference of the opposite sex increases with intensity of the signal. Several theories explaining the evolution of these conspicuous traits have been developed. Fisher’s sexy son hypothesis (1930) stated that females start preferring males with more elaborate traits due to a random mutation, thereby producing males with more intense signals and females preferring those, a process named runaway selection. This was followed by Trivers’ good gene hypothesis (1972) that described a genetic connection between signal intensity and owner quality, hereby allowing conspecifics to estimate individual quality from signal expression. Zahavi developed the handicap hypothesis (1975), according to which honesty of a signal is ensured by the developmental and maintenance costs associated with it, thus only individuals of better quality can afford to express conspicuous signals. Finally, Hamilton and Zuk (Hamilton & Zuk 1982) suggest the selectional pressure of endoparasite load drives the evolution of elaborate traits. They presume that in species showing higher
prevalence, better quality individuals are more resistant and are thus capable of allocating more energy into colouration. Studies supporting predictions of the latter theory have previously been performed, however, results are contradictory and the hypothesis has not been proved on reptiles.

**Study species, the European green lizard** (*Lacerta viridis* Laurenti, 1768)

The European green lizard is one of the largest lizard species in Hungary. It tolerates perturbance well, it is therefore found on plains, hill and mountainsides, forest sides and scrub grasslands, as well as city parks and yards. The study population was found near Tápiószentmárton, Hungary: 47°20′25″ N, 19°47′11″ E. The species shows intense sexual dimorphism and dichromatism, males are larger and more robust, and colouration is very diverse. Dorsal parts of the body and head are usually green or brown, belly colour reaches from dull white to bright yellow. During the breeding season males develop bright blue nuptial throat patch. Breeding season lasts from the end of April to mid-May, females are then gravid for approximately 40-50 days, and lay 3 to 6 eggs into a 20-30 cm deep hole and cover them with soil. Eggs hatch after 60 days and juveniles are independent hereafter.

**Aims of the study**

Since our previous results have shown that nuptial throat colour is a sexually selected secondary sexual trait, the aim of this study was to reveal information content of this signal, and investigate, whether it acts as a multiple signalling system. I therefore investigated:

- the connection between nuptial colour and morphological traits
- the connection between nuptial colour and spatial behaviour
- the connection between nuptial colour and health state, characterized by endoparasite load
I. The connection between nuptial colour and morphological traits

Material and methods

I collected morphological and colour variables of 66 males from three consecutive years. I measured body length, body weight, head size, level of directional asymmetry and ectoparasite load (*Ixodes* sp., Ixodidae), and recorded colour variables of throat patch with a spectrometer. Colouration was characterized by total brightness, ultraviolet (UV) chroma and blue chroma. I used General Linear Models (GLM) to reveal coherences between colour variables and other individual traits, colour variables were entered as dependent variables, other individual characteristics as independent variables, and year of capture was the categorical predictor. I used backward stepwise model selection.

Results and discussion

UV chroma and body condition showed negative correlation, which can occur due to the maintenance costs of elaborate colouration. Similar connection was found between UV colour and level of directional asymmetry, which can also be explained with the costs of intense signals raise. Since high level of directional asymmetry is advantageous for the owner, decrease of asymmetry could appear as a cost of intense sexual signals.

Total brightness was positively correlated with body and head size, which can be explained with larger individuals signalling their better quality. Since larger animals usually have better survival, owners can increase their reproductive success by signalling this advantageous trait. Additionally, head size has previously been shown to be connected to bite force, which trait positively affects intraspecific competition. Alternatively, bright colour can act as an amplifier, making estimation of head size more efficient.

All three colour variables showed significant connection with the year of capture, which can be due to colouration being strongly environment-dependent, as average yearly temperature has an important effect on throat colour.
II. The connection between nuptial colouration and spatial behaviour

Material and methods

I recorded data and home range size from 40 males during two consecutive years, together with the number of females sighed on each male’s home range. Morphological and colour variables were measured as described in the previous chapter. Spatial behaviour was characterized with total number of sightings and average distance between sightings. Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was run on the two spatial variables to determine spatial strategy or random movement. Correlations between spatial strategy and individual traits were searched for with Generalized Linear Models (GLZ), and GLM were used to determine connection between individual traits and random movement. Among territorial males I further performed GLM to reveal coherences between territory size and individual traits.

Results and discussion

I showed two different space use systems in the two years, whereas males in the first year followed either territorial or floater strategies, while those in the second year appeared to move randomly. This can be explained with the difference in density and surrounding vegetation of the two populations.

In the first year, floaters had brighter throats than territorial animals, which can be due to the costs of defending a territory.

Within territorial males, those with larger areas had lower brightness and blue chroma, but larger head size. Since defending a larger territory has higher costs, the owner could have reduced colouration, and only those individuals more successful in intraspecific competition, i.e. with greater bit force and head size can afford to do so.
III. The connection between nuptial colouration and health state

Material and methods

I collected morphological and colour data and blood samples from 24 males during the breeding season. Morphological and colour variables were measured as described in the previous chapters. I made blood smears for all individuals and used them to quantify parasite prevalence for the population and infection intensity for each individual. I used GLM to search for connections between infection intensity and individual traits.

Results and discussion

Results showed that parasite prevalence was extremely high for the population. Throat and belly colour were both negatively associated with parasite load, thus supporting predictions for species with high prevalence of the Hamilton-Zuk hypothesis, namely that resistant individuals can afford to allocate more energy into their sexual colouration. Additionally, rate of infection showed positive correlation with body size and condition, which can be explained with the immunosenescence of older males and costs of maintaining better body condition. Directional asymmetry was also positively correlated with infection intensity, which can be a cost of bearing an advantageous trait. Finally, number of ticks was negatively correlated with endoparasite load, which can be a result of the immune reaction to tick bites affecting endoparasites, as well.

New scientific results of the dissertation

(I.) I was first to show that a trait previously proven to be sexually selected acts as a multiple signalling system in reptiles. 

(II.) I demonstrated condition-dependence of a trait affecting preference and competition, thus proved it to be an honest signal of quality. 

(III.) I described multiple space use strategies in a reptile species referred to as territorial. 

(IV.) I showed spatial strategies to be represented in sexual colour signals. 

(V.) I found correlation between a multiple signalling colour variable and other colourations and endoparasite load.
(VI.) This is the first study to find results supporting predictions of the Hamilton-Zuk hypothesis in a reptile.
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